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Summary

1. Themanagement of non-indigenous species is not without its complications. InBergstrom et al.’s

(2009) study, we demonstrated that feral cats Felis catus on sub-Antarctic Macquarie Island were

exerting top-downcontrol on the feral rabbitOryctolagus cuniculuspopulation, and that the eradica-

tion of the cats led to a substantial increase in rabbit numbers and anassociated trophic cascade.

2. Dowding et al. (2009) claim our modelling was flawed for various reasons, but primarily that a

reduction in the application of the rabbit control agent,Myxoma virus, coinciding with cat removal,

was amajor driver of rabbit population release.

3. We explore this proposition (as well as others) by examining rates of Myxoma viral release

between 1991 and 2006 (with an attenuation factor for the years, 2003–2006) in association with

presence ⁄absence of cats against two estimates of rabbit population size.Myxoma viral release was

a significant factor in the lower estimates of rabbit population, but the effect was small, and was not

significant for higher rabbit population estimates. By contrast, the presence or absence of cats

remained highly significant for both estimates.

4. Synthesis and applications. We re-affirm our position that top-down control of rabbit numbers

by cats, prior to their eradication, was occurring on Macquarie Island. Nonetheless, we agree with

Dowding et al. (2009) that systems with multiple invasive species represent complex situations that

require careful scrutiny. Such scrutiny should occur in advance of, during, and following manage-

ment interventions.
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Introduction

The management of non-indigenous species is not without its

complications. These include direct and indirect impacts of

interventions on non-target organisms (e.g. D’Antonio&Vito-

usek 1992; Courchamp, Chapuis & Pascal 2003; Messing &

Wright 2006; Carvalheiro et al. 2008). In a previous paper

(Bergstrom et al. 2009), we note that trophic cascades, as a con-

sequence of management interventions, are not commonly

documented, and that even where the potential for such effects

is recognized bymanagers, the outcomes may often play out in

unexpected ways. We demonstrated how the eradication of

cats onMacquarie Island led to an increase in rabbit numbers,

which subsequently caused landscape-wide effects on vegeta-

tion, and that this outcome, though predictable from the previ-

ous history of rabbit impacts on the island and so not entirely

unexpected, was not fully anticipated (Bergstrom et al. 2009,

p. 74).

Dowding et al. (2009) take issue with our conclusions. They

argue on the grounds of citation of other previous work, and

with some speculation, that our modelling is flawed and that

our conclusions are unsupported. Three key concerns emerge

from their commentary.

1. That a causal link between ‘cat eradication alone’ and

increase in rabbit numbers has not been established owing to

the form of the Myxoma variable used in Bergstrom et al.’s

(2009)models.*Correspondence author. E-mail: dana.bergstrom@aad.gov.au
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2. Bergstrom et al. (2009), ‘Whether intentionally or not…’

appear ‘…to present the current rabbit impacts as unprece-

dented’ (Dowding et al. 2009) and that the effects of climate

variability on rabbit populations ‘are not clear’ (Dowding

et al. 2009).

3.The conclusion, reached by Bergstrom et al. (2009) – that the

impacts of cat control were not fully anticipated – is not sup-

ported by their analysis (i.e. the increase in rabbit numbers is

not a consequence of release from top-down control), but

nonetheless that the cat abatement plan recognized that such

impact may be realized (Dowding et al. 2009).

Before we address these concerns, two other significant

issues need to be highlighted. Bergstrom et al. (2009) is not

about the importance of the impacts of cats on seabird popula-

tions relative to the significance of vegetation impacts, nor is it

about whether or not the eradication of cats should have taken

place. We highlighted the rationale of cat eradication and that

it was much-needed (Bergstrom et al. 2009, pp. 74, 79), noting

that ‘The eradication of cats was positioned in a commendable,

integrated pest management framework…’, and acknowl-

edged the conservation importance of eradication of cats and

other invasive alien species on other islands (see also Frenot

et al. 2005). Furthermore, it is widely accepted that landscape-

scale changes to the vegetation have been caused by the rabbit

population increase (Miller 2007; Scott & Kirkpatrick 2008),

as demonstrated by Bergstrom et al.’s (2009) analysis of

satellite imagery.

Cats, Myxoma and rabbits

Dowding et al. (2009) speculate that the increase in rabbit

numbers was because of a combination of factors; release from

cat predation, changes in vegetation, climatic conditions, and

particularly changes in the release ofMyxoma virus.

Dowding et al. (2009) also suggest that ‘there appears to be

little evidence that cats ever controlled rabbits effectively’. The

basis for their argument is twofold: that in the 1860s, rabbits

established in the presence of cats; and that prior to Myxoma

virus release in 1978, observations of high population densities

of rabbits indicate consistently poor top-down control by cats.

Such an argument neglects the consequences of seabird popu-

lations being very much larger at the time of rabbit arrival,

allowing their establishment on the island at a time when cats

had abundant alternative prey. Seabirds were still a significant

component of cat prey in the early 1970s (Jones 1977). Sub-

sequently, this seabird prey resource disappeared (Brothers

1984; Brothers, Skira & Copson 1985; Scott 1996), and by

1997, rabbits were the only dominant food item of cats,

although rat and mouse components were on the increase

(Copson&Whinam 2001, fig. 3).

Taking a broader perspective, top-down control of mammal

populations by predators, and ⁄or increases following experi-

mental or serendipitous predator removal, have been widely

documented in a range of other systems (Trout & Tittensor

1989; Hanski et al. 2001; Sinclair et al. 2001; Terborgh et al.

2001; Korpimäki et al. 2002, 2004; Krebs et al. 2003; Hamback

et al. 2004). It has also been shown that herbivore populations

may increase dramatically in the absence of predators, but that

this increase may be transient until bottom-up control takes

effect (Mclaren & Peterson 1994; noting this for large herbi-

vores). In consequence, top-down control is not an unrealistic

expectation, particularly for an island system (Bramwell 1979).

Nonetheless, that other factors might play a role is certainly an

expectationwell-founded on evidence from some other systems

(see, e.g. discussion in Sinclair &Krebs 2002; Krebs 2009).

Clearly the most significant concerns raised by Dowding

et al. (2009) are about the use ofMyxoma virus as a categorical

variable in Bergstrom et al. (2009)’s models. We adopted the

categorical approach because we expected the release of the

Myxoma virus to have a considerable impact on the rabbits,

based on previous reports (Brothers & Copson 1988; Copson

&Whinam 1998). The best fit model – PWSModels (a) and (b)

in Table 1 of Bergstrom et al. 2009 – did indeed include Myx-

oma as a variable, with a significant and substantial effect. Our

generalized linear models indicate that release of the virus

explained changes of about 50 000 in the mean population size

of rabbits. We did not neglect Myxoma in our second set of

models, but rather it was carried constant. A full model with

interactions was not estimable because no data are available

for a period without cats and without the Myxoma virus. In

addition, we were concerned with what the effects of cat

removal had been in the presence of theMyxoma virus.

The Myxoma virus has been released annually since 1978

(Brothers et al. 1982; Copson&Whinam 2001). To fullymodel

its effects requires data on the prevalence and incidence of the

virus, the extent to which its effects might have attenuated, and

the extent to which additional annual viral releases were being

made. These data are not available. Although Dowding et al.

(2009) speculate that the virus was becoming less effective, they

provide no data to show that this is the case.

Since our original paper, data on the number of viral releases

(number of rabbits hit by air gun pellets soaked in Myxoma

virus) over the period 1981–2006, have been provided by PWS

(Fig. 1). This shows a drop in the number of releases in 2000.

However, the number of releases in subsequent years were

generally within or higher than the range prior to 2000 (see also

Copson 2002). We have re-estimated our models using data

on rabbit population estimates (PWS Models 1 and 3 in

Bergstrom et al. 2009), presence or absence of cats and number

of viral releases for the period 1991–2006 (years with a

Table 1. Best-fit generalized linear models [showing Akaike Info-

rmation Criterion (AIC) values and Akaike weights (wi)] of the

relationship between log10 rabbit abundance, the presence or absence

of cats, viral release (hits) (a continuous variable – see text) and

autumn precipitation, for the period 1991–2006

Model

Variables and their estimates

(significance in parentheses) AIC wi

PWS Model 1 Cat absence, +0Æ165 (0Æ004)
Myxoma hits, )0Æ00034 (0Æ033)

)9Æ89 0Æ53

PWS Model 3 Cat absence, +0Æ248 (0Æ007)
Myxoma hits, )0Æ00039 (0Æ11)

3Æ88 0Æ39
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consistent temporal reporting span on viral releases). While

acknowledging that not every hit may be effective, we made

the assumption that for the period 1991–2002, efficacy was

constant over time. Acknowledging Dowding et al.’s (2009)

concerns that that the last batch ofMyxoma virus supplied to

the island had an expiry date of 2002, we set viral release values

to 1 for the period 2003–2006 (i.e. assuming the virus was still

present, but not supplemented and therefore that its effects

wereminimal).

The outcomes (using either the data from PWS Model 1

assessments of abundance, or PWSModel 3) varied somewhat

depending on the model used, but this variation only con-

cerned whether or not Myxoma virus hits entered the model

significantly (Table 1). In PWSModel 1,Myxoma virus release

was significant (at P = 0Æ033), but its effect size was small

()0Æ00034). By contrast, the presence or absence of cats

remained significant (P = 0Æ004, effect+0Æ165; Table 1), indi-
cating that an increase of c. 20 000 rabbits across the period

can be attributed to the removal of cats. Using PWS Model 3

data, the number ofMyxoma virus releases was not significant.

Cat presence ⁄absence was again highly significant, and the

effect of their eradication amounted to a difference of c. 40 000

rabbits. In consequence, taking into account changes ofMyx-

oma virus hits, the eradication of cats had a population-level

effect similar in size to the introduction ofMyxoma virus origi-

nally (see above). These analyses, takingMyxoma virus release

changes into account, further support our view that cats were

exerting top-down control on the rabbit population prior to

their eradication.

Nonetheless, these analyses also beg the question of whether

PWS Model 3 data should be used. Dowding et al. (2009) are

concerned that only when these model data are used do counts

increase to pre-control levels, and also note that in a new report

(Terauds 2009), rabbit numbers are decreasing again. Terauds

(2009, p. 9) provides an independent, cogent argument for the

use of the new estimates [Bergstrom et al.’s (2009) PWS

Model 3]. Using these data, rabbit numbers have indeed shown

a decline in the past 2 years. In the absence of cats, rabbits may

well now be experiencing food limitation, as has been recorded

for this and other species elsewhere (see above), but such a con-

clusion awaits supporting data.

Vegetation and climate variability

In their discussion of rabbits and vegetation, Dowding et al.

(2009) argue that ‘Whether intentionally or not…’ Bergstrom

et al.’s (2009) paper ‘…appears to present the current rabbit

impacts as unprecedented’ (Dowding et al. 2009). This is not

the case. On three occasions we refer to previous observations

of the effects of past grazing. For example, on p. 74 Bergstrom

et al. (2009) write: ‘Extensive grazing by rabbits was docu-

mented at least by the early 1950s (Taylor 1955) and by 1960,

the effects were catastrophic, with a prediction that the

‘‘…grassland vegetation on Macquarie Island is doomed to

destruction’’ (Costin&Moore 1960)’.

Dowding et al. (2009) do not present any data to show that

the sites in fig. 4 of Bergstrom et al. (2009) had recovered

or been damaged prior to the change we demonstrate.

We acknowledge that vegetation can recover in the absence of

rabbits (and did so previously, Bergstrom et al. 2009, p. 74),

and we do not dispute any experimental exclusions of rabbits

that demonstrate this point. Nonetheless, the current vegeta-

tion losses on the island may well be unprecedented as two

separate reports make clear (Scott & Kirkpatrick 2008;

Terauds 2009). Moreover, four plant species have now been

listed on Tasmania’s threatened species list as endangered.

Thus, we are wary of the conclusion that no permanent

damage through grazing has occurred to Macquarie Island

ecosystems with this current population release of rabbits.

Dowding et al. (2009) also argue that the potential effects of

climate variability on rabbit numbers are not clear. Themodels

examined by Bergstrom et al. (2009) included a wide variety of

climate variables, and we discussed the association of autumn

precipitation and rabbit numbers at length and also examine

the likely effects of autumn temperature change.

Management implications

Both our earlier work and the current analyses indicate that

cats were exerting top-down control on the rabbit population,

and that the eradication of the cats led to a substantial increase

in rabbit numbers, with subsequent landscape-wide effects. We

argued previously that although the trophic cascade was pre-

dictable and not entirely unexpected the extent was not fully

anticipated (Bergstrom et al. 2009, p. 79).

Dowding et al. (2009) re-emphasized that the possibility of

an increase in rabbit numbers was recognized in the cat abate-

ment plan. We agree with the latter statement, but with the

exception of a single sentence to this effect in the plan (Scott

1996, p. 19), the main concern was with the effect of a continu-

ation of rabbit control in the absence of cat control and the

subsequent impact on remaining seabird populations, which

explains the need for rabbit control being a tactical part of the

cat abatement plan (e.g. Scott 1996, pp. 6–8, 12). Likewise, in

other works it is assumed that the recovery of the vegetation

would continue (e.g. Copson&Whinam 2001).
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Fig. 1. Annual Myxoma virus hits to live rabbits over the period

1981–2006, as provided by Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service.

Axis is not continuous; additionally, years 1981–1990 are annual

numbers fromOctober of the previous year to September of year rep-

resented.
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Had the substantial effect of cat eradication on rabbit num-

bers been anticipated, much greater effort may have been given

to deploying other control methods as soon as it became

known thatMyxoma virus production would be halted, whilst

eradication methodologies were developed (see Copson 2002).

In addition, it might have been expected that full funding for a

control programme would have been made available far

sooner than what it was (see Miller 2007). Rather, it appears

that the prevailing view was very similar to that held by Dow-

ding et al. (2009) – that although some top-down control by

cats may have been taking place, it was relatively unimportant.

Our analyses suggest otherwise.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we stand by our earlier statements. Our new

analyses also provide further grounds for doing so. However,

we agree with Dowding et al. (2009) that systems with multiple

invasive species represent complex situations that require care-

ful scrutiny. Such scrutiny should occur in advance of, during

and following management interventions. In this regard, we

appreciate the openness with which the Tasmanian Parks and

Wildlife Service staff have approached the current debate and

have made their data available for further analysis and consid-

eration.
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